
Educator Collection Student Collection

Promote more productive, dynamic, and engaging lessons.

EDUCATION TECHNOLOGY,
 REIMAGINED



INTRODUCTION

Learning happens everywhere! 
Equip educators and students
with the technology resources
they need to be successful, 
anywhere. 

Our selection of monitors and 
computer accessories are built
to allow teachers and students 
to conveniently share ideas, 
grade or complete homework
from anywhere, view their class
and notes during virtual lessons, 
and so much more! 
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Hybrid Learning Solutions



BENEFITS

Productive Engaging Flexible

Promote more productive, dynamic, and engaging lessons & admin work

1 2 3
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Working with multiple screens 
allows educators to more 
productively grade papers 
and write lessons plans and 
allows students to more 
productively study content, 
complete homework, and take 
notes during virtual lessons. 

Enable teachers and students 
to more conveniently share 
ideas whether they are in 
person or remote by simply 
mirroring their laptop display 
to a SideTrak portable monitor.  

We are dedicated to providing 
technology solutions that are 
portable and �exible so that 
students and educators can 
continue learning no matter 
where they are! All SideTrak 
portable monitors are light-
weight, durable, and have 
unique adjustable settings to 
�t individual needs.  



EDUCATOR COLLECTIONTHE

Productivity Portability Durability
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Reliable technology solutions that empower teachers to more efficiently complete administrative
tasks and deliver engaging lessons whether they are in-person or remote. These portable

monitor solutions offer next-level productivity, screen real estate, and portability.
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Swivel Triple 14” Protective Case Solo HD 15.8”

THE EDUCATOR COLLECTION

This unique triple screen setup is 
the perfect solution for extremely 
busy educators who need addi-
tional screen real estate! This 
monitor also fosters engaging 
in-person and virtual lessons by 
enabling them to conveniently 
share their screen with students.  

Protect against scratches and 
drops with this neoprene protec-
tive case. This case allows educa-
tors to easily pack up their dual 
monitor workspace and travel 
between classrooms or to and 
from school.   

The SideTrak Solo freestanding 
monitor is designed to allow 
teachers to more e�ciently grade 
papers and execute administra-
tive work so they have more time 
for the things that matter most. 



STUDENT COLLECTION

Productivity Collaboration Durability

THE
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Education essentials for all K-12 and college students who need flexible technology solutions
whether they are in the classroom, remote, or hybrid. This customizable setup allows for more

convenient studying and note taking, easier group project collaboration, and is portable for when
they are on the go.
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THE STUDENT COLLECTION

Swivel HD 12.5” Protective Case Screen Protector

This customizable setup allows for 
more convenient studying and 
note taking, easier group project 
collaboration, and is portable for 
when they’re on the go.  

This neoprene protective case is 
designed to protect Swivel moni-
tors against everyday scratches 
and drops. It also allows students 
to conveniently pack up and 
carry their dual monitor setup 
between school and home. 

Prevent dust, scratches, oil marks, 
and cracks on their portable 
monitors with a tempered glass 
screen protector. This premium 
glass is �ngerprint resistant and 
perfectly �ts 12.5” monitors.   



LET’S WORK
TOGETHER!
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Designed for Your Team
We offer the right tool for the right problem and 
invest in solutions that allow your team to have a 
more convenient, productive, and flexible workday.

Premier Products
We provide durable, high-quality products that 
you can trust. Our product quality is consistent to 
ensure that your team has an excellent experience 
across all devices.

Meaningful Innovation
We think outside the box and put people at the 
center of innovation to offer unique solutions 
that add value.

Remarkable Experiences
We provide exceptional customer experiences to 
make your team’s life easier and more convenient 
through comprehensive shopping, product, and 
support experiences.



sidetrak.com

703-462-9276


